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Dear Friend,
Every day at Hospice Foundation of America (HFA), we know that we are making a difference
in the lives of patients and families who are facing some of the most challenging situations of
their lives.
Whether we are helping a family understand hospice care or answering questions about pain
management or the dying process, we provide comfort and support at a time when it is desperately needed. We publish Journeys – a newsletter to help in bereavement, for those who are
struggling with the loss of a loved one. This year we supplied information about the unique dying and bereavement challenges of military veterans to hundreds of veteran’s centers across the
United States through a compelling video that was made available at no charge.
We are also working every day to improve care at the bedside for hospice patients and their
families. At HFA, we do this by contributing to the availability of professional education for
hospice and palliative care professionals that seeks to explore issues at the forefront of care.
This year, we produced more than a dozen such programs. One of those programs provided a
timely examination by a panel of experts about the grief and loss experienced by individuals
and their families as they coped with the devastation of Alzheimer’s disease and dementia. As
the number of Alzheimer’s and dementia patients grows, it is essential for hospice team members to employ best practices around that care.
Our work could not be done without generous financial support from our donors and foundations that enable us to continue our mission. Without the independent services HFA donates
and furnishes, those individuals in need of help, advice and comfort, and those professionals
looking to expand their knowledge, would not have access to free public service and low cost
and free professional development. We need your continued support; thank you for the acknowledgement of our work and mission this year and over the last decades.
Sincerely,

Amy Tucci
President & CEO
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Did you know? Hospice care occurs
wherever a person calls home. Hospice is
a philosophy of care, not a place.
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HFA Board of Directors
Thomas J. Spulak, Esq.
Chair

Partner, King & Spalding, LLP

David Abrams
Director

Former President & CEO, Hospice Foundation of America

Myra MacPherson
Director

Author, journalist, member, International Workgroup on Bereavement

JoAnne Reifsnyder, PhD, ACHPN
Director

Chief Nursing Officer for Genesis HealthCare, LLC

Patricia Spulak
Secretary

Former Government Affairs Representative, San Diego Gas & Electric

Mike Abrams
Director

Partner, Ballard Partners, Miami, Fl; Former Florida State Legislator

Amy Tucci
Director

President & CEO, Hospice Foundation of America

Mission Statement
Hospice Foundation of America provides leadership in the development and application
of hospice and its philosophy of care with the goal of enhancing the American health care
system and the role of hospice within it.
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Major Programs in
Fiscal Year 2015
The Longest Loss: Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia
Hospice Foundation of America worked closely with academicians and clinical experts to develop the curriculum for this 2.5-hour
professional education program, part of HFAs flagship Living with Grief® series. HFA worked with the Institute of Medicine’s special
panel of experts on advanced dementia convened by the Obama administration, and the Alzheimer’s Association national office in
Chicago to identify leading researchers, exemplary programs, individuals who have cared for someone with dementia, as well as two
courageous women who agreed to discuss their own dementia. One of the panelists, a recognized expert in grief and loss, discussed
the challenges he now faces caring for his wife as her cognition declines. The program was used by community providers to educate
their staff and structure services to provide quality care to people with dementia and their caregivers.
Unlike almost any other life-limiting illness, Alzheimer’s Disease and dementia impact family caregiver(s) almost as profoundly as
the patient. In a healthcare system set-up to treat acute illness and offer comfort during a relatively short but predictable disease
trajectory, there are few resources available to help patients and families cope with the years-long physical, emotional and financial
struggles that often accompany a dementing illness. This program explored ways that clinicians can help families trying to care for
a loved one with dementia, and emphasized the importance that caregivers care for themselves.
The expert panel appearing on the program included:

• Charles – “Chuck” – Corr, PhD, professor emeritus, Southern Illinois University - Edwardsville; former Chair of the
International Work Group on Death, Dying, and Bereavement. He is caregiver to his wife whose cognition has begun
to decline.
• Kenneth J. Doka, PhD, DMin, Professor of Gerontology at the Graduate School of the College of New Rochelle, and
Senior Consultant to the Hospice Foundation of America.
• Nancy Pearce, MSW, LISW-CP, MS, a licensed gerontological social worker specializing in working with people who
have dementia.
• Peter Rabins, MD, MPH, Founding Director of the Division of Geriatric Psychiatry and Neuro-psychiatry at Johns
Hopkins and the Richman Family Professor for Alzheimer’s and Related Disease, Emeritus. He co-authored “The 36
Hour Day” a widely used guide for caregivers of people with Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias.
• Kathie Supiano, PhD, LCSW, FT, F-GSA, associate professor in the University of Utah - College of Nursing, and the
director of its Caring Connections: A Hope and Comfort in Grief Program.

Charles Corr
PhD

Kathie Supiano
PhD, LCSW, FT,
F-GSA

Kenneth J. Doka
PhD, MDiv

Nancy Pearce
LISW-CP

Peter V. Rabins
MD, MPH
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Hospice is open to people of all ages,
including children, and to individuals with
different medical conditions, including heart
disease, cancer, Alzheimer’s disease and
dementia, renal failure, Parkinson’s disease,
lung disease and a number of other illnesses.

Major Programs in
Fiscal Year 2015, continued
The Longest Loss: Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia
In addition, HFA published a book as an additional resource or to be used as a guide on the subject of loss as it
relates to dementing illness. It provides a valuable resource for healthcare and social service providers, universities, elder-serving organizations, and families. Edited by Kenneth J. Doka and Amy S. Tucci, the chapters
examine whether people with dementia experience grief; the twice-over grief experience of caregivers; the
effects on the long-term caregiver after the patient has died, thus, their caregiving role is gone; and some
very moving, personal accounts of how lives were touched by dementia.

Grief: What Helps When It Hurts
In late fall, HFA presented “Grief: What Helps When it Hurts,” an interactive online presentation by HFA Senior Consultant Ken
Doka and Santa Clara University professor and noted grief expert Dale Larson. The program was made available to organizations
and individuals for no charge.

Nearly 2,700 professionals
obtain continuing
education certificates from
Dale G. Larson
PhD

Kenneth J. Doka
PhD, MDiv

HFA each year.
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HFA provides continuing education
for professionals approved by more
than 50 professional boards.

Major Programs in
Fiscal Year 2015, continued
EDUCATIONAL SITE LISTINGS
HFA provided continuing eduction programs to hundreds of sites nationwide in Fiscal Year 2015. Participants included professionals from all areas of health and human services, including physicians, nurses, social
workers, counselors, community volunteers, and families and other groups working to provide compassionate
care through community hospice and bereavement programs.

2014-2015 Site Map
Hawaii

Alaska

Australia

United States and Canada

Red = Grief: What Helps When It Hurts, The Longest Loss: Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia, and HFA Education Partners
Blue = Organizational webinar registrants
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Public Service
Understanding and, as importantly, validating the grief and loss of Alzheimer’s disease and dementia for individuals with the disease
and for family caregivers is essential. The losses are real, from the first recognition of a problem through the continuous loss of
mental acuity. HFA’s professional education program, The Longest Loss: Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia, was edited for a public
audience and made available at no charge via on the internet. Viewers could watch individuals diagnosed with Alzheimer’s discuss
their own experience, and could watch family caregivers describe how they coped with multiple losses. Experts supplied advice and
resources available. The one-hour program breaks new ground in the recognition that bereavement occurs long before a death in
such situations, both for the patient and their loved ones.
HFA also secured approval for a one-year extension of professional continuing education
credit for its 2013 Living with Grief® program, Improving Care for Veterans Facing Illness and
Death and sent copies of the program to hundreds of Vets Centers around the country. The
2.5 hour video was made available at no charge and covers issues such as post-traumatic
stress disorder, stoicism, pain management and hospice access for veterans.
One of the most important public services that HFA provides is its Ask and Expert service.
This service is available to anyone and can be accessed anonymously. The questions that
HFA receives are answered by a knowledgeable staff member, social worker, physician,
nurse or bereavement consultant, depending on the nature of the question. The service
HFA provides is essential to many families’ end-of-life experience because often they have nowhere
else to turn for information about how to access hospice care, how to pay for it, or the services it
provides. Once in hospice care, families are often troubled by a loved ones symptoms, prognosis or
pain management. After a death occurs, many people are left wondering where to turn for professional help, especially if the hospice that provided care to their loved one is far away. HFA helps direct
people to resources that can help locally.
Through its website, HFA provides many resources for the public that help them understand advance
care planning, hospice care, and bereavement care. One of those resources is Hospice, Something More,
a one-hour video program that is available through HFA’s website and also on DVD. The program
dispels myths long-associated with hospice care and takes viewers into the lives of hospice patients
who discuss their decisions to use hospice care. A panel of experts explains the Hospice Medicare Benefit, the goals of hospice care,
and the bereavement services available to families. The program is moderated by former CNN anchor Frank Sesno.

These individuals selflessly shared their hospice experience so others would understand the care hospice provides.
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Foundation Highlights
JOURNEYS: A NEWSLETTER TO HELP IN
BEREAVEMENT
Journeys: A Newsletter to Help in Bereavement is designed to assist hospices, churches, funeral homes, hospitals, and other organizations reach their bereaved clients on a monthly basis. Journeys is filled with unique articles relevant to all
facets of bereavement, and is written by experts with years of experience in the bereavement field.
The newsletter allows subscribers to bring thoughtful pieces, backed by up-to-date knowledge,
directly to those they serve.
In addition to the new issues available each month, HFA produces special issues on topics specific
to a particular time period or issue of bereavement. HFA’s best sellers are consistently the Newly
Bereaved Issue, the Anniversary Issue, and the Winter Holidays Issue. In the Fiscal Year 2015 HFA
sold more than 111,900 Special Issues to organizations that serve bereft clients.
Organizational subscribers make up the majority of our 550 annual subscribers to Journeys. However,
HFA has loyal individual subscribers, some for many years, who continually report how important
the newsletter is to their grief journey. Through both bulk and individual subscribers, Journeys
reached on average 50,000 people dealing with grief and loss, each month, throughout the country.

E-PUBLICATIONS
E-news is a free internet newsletter that is emailed to more than 8,000 subscribers each month. The
issues covered Foundation news and announcements and also special “Focus On” features address
topics important to the end-of-life care and grief. HFA’s monthly E-news began in 2000, as a way of
connecting with HFA’s diverse audience of professionals and consumers.

HFA provides help to thousands of individuals each
year who are seeking information about hospice
and end-of-life care for their loved one.
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Foundation Highlights,
continued

WEBINARS
HFA webinars offer organizations ongoing educational opportunities with some of the best-known experts in the field of hospice
and grief. This year’s programs included the “New Understandings of Grief ” series, a focus on supporting family caregivers, the use
of ritual, and the efficacy of support groups for the bereaved.
Webinar programs in Fiscal Year 2015 included:
ADOLESCENT WEBINAR PROGRAMS
• Adolescents and Life-Threatening Illness
NEW UNDERSTANDINGS OF GRIEF WEBINAR PROGRAMS
• Grief and Loss: Beyond Death
• Helping Individuals Grow Through Grief
• Real Men Don’t Cry
SUPPORTING FAMILY CAREGIVERS WEBINAR PROGRAMS
• Part I: Understanding the Family Caregiver
• Part II: Assisting the Family Caregiver
MODERN SUPPORT GROUPS WEBINAR PROGRAMS
• Beyond Support Groups
• Creative and Therapeutic Rituals

HFA EDUCATION PARTNERS
As a way to recognize a loyal following and also create an incentive for new customers, HFA created
the Education Partners program. For a single, annual fee, HFA Education Partners receive unlimited
access to a select package of HFA programs, and are eligible to purchase other HFA products and
services at a discount.
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Foundation Highlights,
continued

PROFESSIONAL CONVERSATONS
In 2014, HFA started a new monthly educational offering entitled “Professional Conversations.” These collegial programs allow
professionals the opportunity to engage in dialogue with hospice and bereavement experts about topics facing their patients and
staff. Professional Conversations topics in Fiscal Year 2015 included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suicide and Grief
Program Ideas for Holiday Bereavement Activities
Methods of Managing Family Conflict
Serving Diverse Populations
Pain Management and Morphine Fears
Supporting Volunteers
Starting and Sustaining a BereavementCamp
Helping Staff Cope with Difficult Deaths
Ethics and End-of-Life Care
Respecting Client Spirituality

A TRILOGY OF PLAYS
Focusing on the End-of-Life Cycle
HFA serves as the licensing agent for a trilogy of plays focusing on hospice and end-of-life care by Bryan Harnetiaux. These works—
Dusk, Vesta, and Holding On~Letting Go--provide a rich opportunity for self-examination and community dialogue on fundamental
questions surrounding death and dying. Told with humor
and a keen understanding of the human condition, the
plays are compelling dramas about families struggling to
deal honestly with the everyday problems and mysteries
of mortality. Each play can be used individually or
in any combination by hospices, churches, medical
schools, community groups and other organizations
as an educational tool and as a vehicle for creating
dialogue about end-of-life issues. Productions took
place in communities across the country.
Dusk

Vesta

Holding On~Letting Go

This project is a fantastic thing—I just wish more people knew about it. I can’t understand why every hospice across the country isn’t
doing them! —Victoria Spear, Hospice of the Sacred Heart
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Foundation Support
and History
Hospice Foundation of America is fortunate to have support from a wide range of contributors, from school
children who send donations from their classrooms, other foundations, such as the Foundation for End-of-Life
Care, churches, individuals whose lives have been touched by hospice care, and those who leave bequests to the
foundations through their wills. In addition, HFA participates in the Combined Federal Campaign, individual
state charity campaigns, and benefits greatly from generous corporate workplace giving from organizations such
as the World Bank and Exxon Mobil. Without this important support, HFA would be unable to continue its charitable mission to support hospice care, the public, and the professionals that care for the terminally ill. Hospice
Foundation of America thanks its donors for their continued support in fiscal 2015.

What is Hospice?
Hospice is a concept of care designed to provide comfort and support to patients and their families in the final stages of a terminal illness.
Hospice care seeks to enable patients to carry on in an alert, pain-free manner, with symptoms under control, so that the patient’s last
days may be spent with dignity and quality, at home or in a home-like setting.
Hospice neither prolongs life nor hastens death. It provides its specialized knowledge of pain control, medical care, psychological,
emotional and spiritual support in a comprehensive manner, in an environment that includes the home, family and friends.
Bereavement support is provided to the surviving family members and friends for an extended period of time after the patient’s death.
The term “hospice” stems back to medieval times when it was used to describe a place of shelter and rest for weary or sick travelers on
long journeys. The term was first applied to specialized care for dying patients in 1967, when Dr. Cicely Saunders established St. Christopher’s Hospice in a suburb of London. Today, the term “hospice” refers to a steadily growing concept of humane and compassionate
care which can be implemented in a variety of settings - in patients’ homes, in nursing homes, in hospitals, or in freestanding inpatient
facilities. Hospice care is a covered benefit under Medicare, Medicaid in over 45 states, and many insurance plans and HMOs.

Foundation History
Hospice Foundation, Inc. was chartered in 1982 with the purpose of providing fundraising assistance to
hospices operating in South Florida so that they could carry on their mission of providing compassionate care to dying
patients. This was prior to passage of the Medicare hospice benefit.
In 1990, with the help of a significant gift from Hospice Care, Inc., the Foundation expanded its scope to a national level in order to
provide leadership in the entire spectrum of end-of-life issues. The Foundation board is a distinguished group of health policy experts
which guide the Foundation as it explores efforts to:
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Statements of Financial Position
Assets

							
Year Ended June 30
											
									
2015		
2014
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents				
$
45,280
$
145,977
Investments							
344,059
375,210
Bequest Receivable						
35,000
--Inventory							
93,651
99,857
Prepaid Expenses							
---		
4,128
Total Current Assets						

517,990

625,172

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, at Cost
Furniture and Equipment						
Leasehold Improvements						
Website								
									
Less: Accumulated Depreciation and Amortization
Total Property and Equipment				

45,334
9,037
29,000
83,371		
(57,217)
26,154

45,334
9,037
26,000
80,371
(49,093)
31,278

DEFERRED COMPENSATION ASSETS 			

104,652

104,273

DEPOSIT								
								

8,904		

8,904

$

657,700

$

769,627

$
$

40,000
101,609
159,282

$
$

--98,435
146,148

Liabilities and Net Assets
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Line of Credit						
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses			
Deferred Revenue							
Total Current Liabilities					

300,891

244,583

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
Deferred Compensation Liability					

104,652

104,273

NET ASSETS, Unrestricted						

252,157

420,771

							

$

657,700

$

769,627
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Statements of Activities
and Change in Net Assets
									
						
									
REVENUE AND SUPPORT
Contributions and Grants				
Publications							
Education								
Other Program Service Revenue					
Investment Income
(Loss)						

Year Ended June 30			
2015		
$

416,801
288,584
248,781
136,283
(7,722)

Total Revenue and Support					

1,082,727

EXPENSES
Program Services
Education							
Publishing Programs						
Other Program Services						
Total Program Services				

637,159
356,149
139,675
1,132,983

Supporting Services
Management and General 					
Fundraising							
Total Supporting Services					
Total Expenses					
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

				

NET ASSETS, Unrestricted, Beginning of Year		
NET ASSETS, Unrestricted, End of Year 		

$

2014
$

1,112,055
351,974
269,450
99,829
29,284
1,862,592

1,034,113
422,513		
220,143
1,676,769

		

45,385
72,973
118,358

69,237
39,753
108,990

1,251,341

1,785,759

(168,614)

76,833

420,771

343,938

252,157

$

420,771
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Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended June 30				

									
					
									

2015		

2014

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Change in Net Assets					
$
(168,614)
$
Adjustments to Reconcile Change in Net Assets
to Net Cash Provided by (Used in) Operating Activities 					
Depreciation and Amortization				
8,124
Net Realized and Unrealized (Gains) Losses on Investments
13,344
Inventory Write Down					
---		
Changes in:
Accounts Receivable					
--Bequests Receivable					
(35,000)
Inventory							
6,206
Prepaid Expenses 						
4,128
Deferred Compensation Assets 				
(379)
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses 			
3,174
Deferred Revenue 						
13,134
Deferred Compensation Liability 				
379
Net Cash Provided by (Used in) Operating Activities

76,833
12,272		
(23,089)
61,560
9,000
--(15,956)
20,314
(14,126)
58,068
(36,056)
14,126

(155,504)

162,946

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 				
Purchase of Property and Equipment 				
(3,000)
Proceeds from Sales of Investments 				
157,040
Purchase of Investments 					
(139,233)

(27,320)
80,863
(136,941)

Net Cash Used in Investing Activities 		

14,807

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Advances from Line of Credit				
Payments on Capital Lease Obligation 			
Net Cash Provided by (Used in) Financing Activities		

(83,398)

40,000		
---

--(5,049)

40,000		

(5,049)

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS							

(100,697)

74,499

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, Beginning of Year 		

145,977

71,478

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, End of Year 		

$

45,280

$

145,977

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Cash Paid During the Year for Interest

$

716

$

105
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Notes to Financial Statements
									

Year Ended June 30			
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HOW TO CONTACT THE FOUNDATION
For information on Foundation operations, programs, policies and publications, contact:
Amy Tucci, President and CEO
Hospice Foundation of America
1710 Rhode Island Ave. NW, Ste. 400
Washington, DC 20036
202-457-5811
atucci@hospicefoundation.org
http://www.hospicefoundation.org
Copyright, Hospice Foundation of America, 2016

